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3 STEPS TO CREATE POWERFUL CONVERSATIONS
Every conversation has the potential to create powerful change, deep 
learning and community. XCHANGE uses a simple 3-step process that 
creates engagement every time.

4 GROUP CHOREOGRAPHIES 
These 4 choreographies create the interaction patterns that allow any group to
accelerate learning, connection and belonging simultaneously, at speed and scale.

5-I CYCLE
A proven process that can be applied to strategic planning, innovation and
change initiatives to move groups through a process which creates shared identity,
future visions, innovative solutions and action plans that drive outcomes.

MEETING 3.0
This model transforms any meeting, conference, retreat or summit to have more
engagement and be more productive by creating three shifts in agenda design: 
Learning moves from passive to active. Knowledge moves from expert to
crowdsourced. Outcomes shift from serving the individual to serving the whole group.

Experience

ALSO INCLUDED:
XCHANGE Online Facilitation Toolkit
XCHANGE Community Level Membership through completion of training
Access to XCHANGE Learning Library with five video case studies

6 FOUNDATIONAL QUESTIONS 
You will experience the art and science of question design and how the right
questions can unlock strengths, amplify learning and create solutions.

If you want to stretch
your thinking, create
connection and build 
a community of impact…
THIS is the workshop 
you want to attend!
 

The most successful, virtual
event I have attended with
the most engagement 
among attendees!
Wendi Freeman, CEO & Founder

Today filled my toolbox
with so many tools, 
ideas and insights… 
Ron Hill, Chief Enrichment Officer

The most powerful XCHANGE Frameworks for helping 
any team or organization to connect and thrive.

I’ve learned skills that are
exactly what I need to help 
my business survive and 
serve at a higher level!
Teresa Deason, Founder & Consultant
 

WHAT YOU'LL LEARN:

XCHANGEAPPROACH.COM/ONLINE

INTRODUCTIONS TO:

             A 3-day, Immersive, Online Training  
For Leaders, Trainers, Coaches and Consultants 

to make any online learning event or meeting
                      MORE IMPACTFUL, MORE PRODUCTIVE, 
                                                                      and MORE HUMAN!

3-days (10am-4:30pm eastern) 
Online via Zoom

LaVonna Roth, CEO

The Online XCHANGE 
Experience (OXE) $2,000

 

Bundle OXE and Unlimited Membership 
for $700/month or $7,500 annually

https://xchangeapproach.com/online/

